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Abstract

Electron cooling of completely stripped gold ions 197Au79+ in RHIC is
considered for the store energy, γ = 108. The optimal parameters of the re-
quired electron storage ring are discussed and proposed. The cooling time is
calculated as 15 minutes, which would allow not only to avoid the beam loss
due to the intra-beam scattering, but also reduce the transverse emittance and
increase the luminosity several times.

1 Cooling Rates

The electron cooling suggested by Budker [1] (the most recent review is [2]) was
experimentally proved as an effective method to get bright non-relativistic ion beams.
Up to now, it has never been realized in the relativistic region, γ � 1. Below, a
possibility of using it for the fully stripped gold beam in RHIC at γ = 108 is con-
sidered. Electron cooling at the required energy needs a circulated bunched elec-
tron beam: a machine capable of delivering∼ 1A DC does not exist at this energy.
Ion cooling times can be found by means of the standard formulae, in the result of
an integration over the electron distribution and averaging over the betatron and
synchrotron phases of the ion, as in [3]. The longitudinal τ−1

‖ and transverse τ−1
⊥

cooling rates are determined as logarithmic derivatives of the corresponding ion
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emittances:
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(1)

where δiE is the rms relative energy deviation (= relative energy amplitude/
√

2),
σis is its rms longitudinal offset (= amplitude/

√
2), εin is the normalized rms emit-

tance of the ion. The calculations are simplified when the transverse ion velocities
in the beam frame are high in comparison with the longitudinal one; in this case it
is:
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HereNe is the number of electrons in the electron bunch, re and ri are the electron
and ion classical radii, ηc is the fraction of the ion ring occupied by the cooler, δeE
and σes are the electron rms relative energy spread and bunch length, εin and εen
are the ion and electron normalized rms emittances, c is the speed of light, βc is
the ion beta-function in the cooler, L‖ and L⊥ are the Coulomb logarithms cal-
culated with the longitudinal and transverse relative ion-electron velocities cor-
respondingly. The ion and electron transverse emittances for the both degrees of
freedom were assumed here to be equal. This assumption is normally reasonable
for ion beams, while electron beams are typically flat, being dominated by the hor-
izontal emittance. If so, the displayed results (2) can serve as an estimate with the
horizontal electron emittance as the parameter εen.

It follows from this that for a given ion emittance the rates reach their maxima
at εen ' εin. To prepare such a cold beam with sufficiently high number of parti-
cles appears to be not feasible by means of a conventional techniques. Recently, a
specific optical scheme was suggested to resolve this problem [4, 5].

2 Adapter

The main idea of this scheme is to transform the flat electron beam with a high
horizontal temperature into a beam with a certain nonzero cross-section and low
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temperature determined by the small vertical emittance of the beam in the entrance.
In other words, it is a transformation of x−x′ phase volume into x− y one, while
y−y′ is transformed into x′−y′. This transformation does not change the product
of the transverse phase volumes (4D−volume), but optimally shapes it to fit the
phase space occupied by the ion beam.

One of the schemes of this insertion was presented in [5]. The device consists
of two parts: a skew block consisting of three quadrupoles turned at 45◦, followed
by a solenoid. The skew block transforms the plane beam into a helix with the
transverse velocity perpendicular to the coordinate vector for all the points. Then,
the kick at the solenoid entrance eliminates this vortex motion due to the match-
ing of the magnetic field. Generally, the electron beam cross-section inside the
solenoid is found to be elliptical; in particular, the shape is round when the Lar-
mor length in the solenoid βs = pc/eB is matched with the electron horizontal
beta-function at the adapter entrance, βs = βxe/2. In this last case, the beam rms
radius inside the solenoid is 1/

√
2 of the rms horizontal size at the entrance of the

adapter, while its rms angle θe is determined by the small (normalized) vertical
emittance at the entrance, εny:

θ2
e = εny/(γβs). (3)

In addition to this shaping of the electron phase volume, another aim is reached:
an electron beam is strongly focused by the magnetic field in the cooling section
without any damage to its temperature. In the following, the emittance ratio K =
εny/εnx is assumed to be small: K = 0.5 · 10−2.

3 Electron Beam Population and Energy Spread

The electron bunch populationN is limited by the Laslett tune shift:

∆νL =
NreR̄

γ2σes
√

2πεnxεny
≤ 0.1 (4)

where εnx, εny are normalized horizontal and vertical rms emittances beyond the
cooling section. For the given (optimal) emittance εnx, the bunch linear density is
fixed by this limit. The optimal choice of the electron bunch length is somewhat
higher than the ion one; σes = 1.5σis is almost at the rates saturation over this
parameter.
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To reach the maximum longitudinal cooling, the electron energy spread has to
be smaller than the ion one. Otherwise, the dominant first term in the longitudi-
nal rate of Eqs. (2) would be smaller than its maximum at the given ion energy
spread. To achive this goal, the radiation cooling of the electron beam has to be
high enough to keep electrons longitudinally cool under the action of the electron-
electron and eletcron-ion intra-beam scattering (IBS) as well as the radiation quan-
tum fluctuations. That is why a rather strong and long wiggler is needed.

The contribution of the electron-ion IBS (electron heating in the cooler) strongly
depends on the ion charge, ∝ Z2

i . This heat loading would be enormous for a sin-
gle electron bunch, so a multi-bunch electron beam is required to share this heating
between all of them. The maximal number of bunches is determined by the elec-
tron ring circumference. In the optimum case, the contribution of the electron-ion
IBS heating is about equal to the contribution of the electron-electron IBS mainly
obtained in the wiggler and proportional to its length. Therefore, an increase of
the electron ring circumference allows an increase in the number of bunches, a de-
crease the ion heat loading per bunch and a reduction of the wiggler length. Under
the given prices per unit length, this allows choosing an optimal ring circumference
and an optimal length of the wiggler. The wiggler parameters can be significantly
relaxed at the price of reducing the longitudinal cooling rate by ' 3 times. For
the cooling time estimations we use the following wiggler parameters: the length
is 40 meters, the maximal magnetic field is 3.6 Tesla. This field corresponds to
5 cm curvature radius. And beta-functions in the wiggler are about 15 cm. The
parameters are taken in agreement with conventional ones [6].

The required horizontal emittance could be fixed by a redistribution of the ra-
diation rate between the horizontal and longitudinal degrees of freedom. In order
to have this possibility, sufficiently long arc sections are required. Here, two arc
sections with the curvature radiusRa = 1 m and the angle 5π per each is suggested.

A sketch of the proposed electron cooler is shown in the figure (1).
The main parameters of the electron ring are presented in the table. All the

needed parameters for electron cooling time calculations of the RHIC are taken
from [7].
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Figure 1: Sketch of the electron ring for electron cooling.

MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE ELECTRON COOLER

Energy Ee (MeV) 55.4
Relativistic factor γ 108.4
Electrons per bunch N 1.5 · 1010

Bunch length σes (cm) 15
Number of bunches nb 60
Circumference C (m) 200
Radiation damping time:

longitudinal (s) 0.014
horizontal (s) 0.12
vertical (s) 0.038

Momentum compaction factor α 0.15
Synchrotron tune νs 0.01
Relative energy spread δeE 2.9 · 10−4

Hor. rms emitt., unnorm. εx(cm) 4 · 10−5

Vert. rms emitt., unnorm. εy(cm) 2 · 10−7

Solenoid, length(m) / field(Gs) 40 / 390
Wiggler, length(m) / field(T) 40 / 3.6
Lifetime (min) 0.6
Ion β−functions in solenoid (m) 160
Electron angles in solenoid ≤ 1 · 10−5

Ions longitudinal cooling time (min) 8
Ions transverse cooling time (min) 28
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4 Conclusion

The suggested scheme of the electron cooling would help to prevent the beam loss
due to the longitudinal IBS and to reduce transverse emittances several times. In
the result, the integrated luminosity for the gold beams might be significantly in-
creased.
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